Pharmaceutical Program
for Scheduled II-V
This program is intended to offer an easy and simple solution for destruction of your unwanted Non-Hazardous
Controlled Subsatnces for healthcare, pharmaceutical, government, and research industries for Scheduled II-V.
Trilogy’s Mailback program DOES NOT ALLOW Schedule I Controlled Substances or any other illicit or dangerous
substances, hazardous wastes or Regulated Medical Waste (including sharps) to be shipped to Trilogy as a
part of this program. Every user of the Mailback program must ensure that the materials they place in the
Shipping Package complies with the rules and restrictions of the carrier.
All materials shipped to Trilogy under this program MUST BE PRE-APPROVED by Trilogy and accompanied by
a properly completed shipping document which will be provided by Trilogy.

How it Works in 9 Simple Steps
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You purchase a bucket from
Trilogy for the scheduled
pharmaceutical waste
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Trilogy will then send you
a box with everything
you need in it
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You will receive the box
and all your supplies

You keep your bucket and
box until it is full

ONCE YOUR PHARMACEUTICAL BUCKET IS FULL
Verify and inventory all scheduled products being sent for destruction. Send the completed
Inventory Form to Trilogy MedWaste via email MailBack@trilogymedwaste.com. Once Trilogy
has reviewed your Inventory Form we will respond to your fax/email with directions on how to
proceed with your order. If your Inventory contains Schedule II items a DEA 222 Form will be sent
to you via FedEx. Place products in shipping container. Be sure to take extra care while packaging
glass items, no loose pills and be sure to have your items packaged neatly.
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You then use all the included
supplies to package it back
up for shipment
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Go online and schedule
FedEx pickup
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Trilogy witnesses the
Trilogy receives the box from FedEx
then verifies the Inventory that is in the destruction and then sends
you a Certificate
bucket against the Inventory Form
of Destruction
that you sent in. Your Items are then
stored in our vault until the next scheduled
destruction date.

For Questions or Concerns Please Visit: TrilogyMedWaste.com or Call: 817 907.0891

